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Blog Audience Response:

“I’m frankly in awe at the astonishing variety and beauty in your collection of handkerchiefs!! Your writing is as
brilliant as the colors in this blog. Thank you so much for your work!”
Lynn Fraley
“LOVE, LOVE, LOVE your website! I can’t believe I haven’t come upon it sooner! I am going to share it with all of
my hanky loving friends! I would love to see as a book! I have been selling hankies for many years (as have my
friends) and you have some that I have never seen before. They are amazing!”
Melissa
P.S….one more thing I would like to share with you. My grandmother (who was born in 1899) always told me as
a child….”a lady never leaves the house without her handkerchief” – and I never did.
“Mon Dieu!! What a fantastic blog – I savor each one that is sent!! Ann, remarkable job finding these little
pieces of art. Your stories are wonderful. Each time your Blog is sent, I set time aside to really read every word –
love the stories. You capture the essence of the scene that you display. Thank you for celebrating in such a
grande style the vintage world of Hankies!!”
C.J. Rizzo
“You are something!!! I don’t know where you find all of this information. Incredible!”
Joanie Barrett
“What a wonderful start to my morning. The handkerchiefs as always are outstanding and the history or stories
to go with them. The time and effort and research you do is amazing. Thank you for sharing with all of us.”
Nancy Radar
“As always so much information regarding the world when there were hankies! What memories this story
invoked! Love the telling of the stories all with hankies and advertisements. Rich history I say needs to be in a
book!”
Vicky Feldman
“Just had to let you know how much I appreciate all your hard work on describing these hankies. I sell vintage
handkerchiefs on Etsy and with the lack of resources for identifying or dating, I find myself looking more and
more to your amazing blog. The information you provide is simply not available anywhere! At least I haven’t
seemed to find it. Your website is a true treasure and one of my almost daily stops while researching my
hankies. Each blog post is like a tiny little encyclopedia of knowledge. Thank you, thank you for all your
dedication!”
Lisa
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“Exceptional and lovely. You are a wonder!”
Selby Harrision

“Well here I am in Montana and after reading your tribute to the great outdoors – dashed out into the inky night
– just to gander once more at the beautiful heavens – you made me do it Ann. Your blogs inspire.”
Linda Roggemann
“Ann Mahony’s blog is one of the most beautiful blogs I’ve had the pleasure to enjoy - both visually and contentwise. She educates and entertains her readers. I’ve also had the pleasure to hear her speak live and she was
fascinating. Thank you Ann.”
Patricia Fripp, Sales Trainer & Speech Coach
“Heartfelt thanks for giving us these enjoyable blogs; you write so well, obviously love your subject, and
definitely work hard to give us entertaining and informative stories. I look forward to receiving and reading
each new one, Ann!”
Myrna Denise
“This is all really amazing Ann. Such detail and cleverness. It is wonderful. Will you ever do it in book form? It is
museum show worthy actually. Congratulations. Quite the project”.
Holly Stiel
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